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Abstract—Learning media is a help assistant for students to understand 
mathematics concept. Sometimes textbooks are very boring and not interesting 
therefore an innovation using a technology based media is needed. This re-
search aims to make a learning media to improve students’ ability on the topic 
of trigonometry. The learning process will use Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics 
Software as a mathematics learning media. The problems that we are going to 
find out through this research are 1) can developing a learning media such as 
Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software improve students’ mathematical abil-
ity? and 2) did the student show a positive response in the learning process 
when using hawgent dynamic mathematic software? This research will use the 
ADDIE method. The target of this research are 30 high school students. The in-
struments use for this research are the cognitive test, interview and observation. 
According to the research result, there is an improvement in the students’ math-
ematical ability for trigonometry when using hawgent dynamic mathematic 
software. This means that the implementation of Hawgent Dynamic Mathemat-
ics Software in the learning process is successful. Students are more active and 
enthusiastic in class. In conclusion, developing Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics 
Software can improve the students’ mathematical ability in trigonometry as stu-
dents’ show positive response when the learning process is helped by hawgent.  
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1 Introduction  

Mathematics is one of the subject that has a lot of advantages in our everyday life 
[1,2,3]. Mathematics allows students to train their mental that will also effect their 
intellectual growth. Understanding the concept is very important when studying 
mathematics[4], like stated by Kulsum[5] that mathematics focuses on the concept. 
That is why the goal of learning mathematics is so that students’ understand the con-
cept of mathematics, able to explain the relationship of one concept to another and 
able to use the concept of algorithm in a flexible, accurate, efficient and correct way 
when solving a problem[6,7]. 

Mathematics is a difficult subject that resulted in students facing difficulties to un-
derstand mathematics as it is an abstract subject[8]. A lot of students have difficulties 
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learning mathematics because they do not fully understand the concept from the 
mathematics problem and these affects the students’ interest in learning as they easily 
get bored when studying [9]. According to the research done in Indonesia, it stated 
that trigonometry is one of the topic of mathematics that is considered hard to 
learn[10]. Trigonometry is a topic for high school students [10,11]. The students find 
related angles and trigonometry identity difficult where in a lot of students are still 
unable to prove the identity of trigonometry. 

Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software is a mathematic learning media from 
Guangzhou, China. Hawgent is a dynamic math software with many features, such as 
flexible and convenient operation, powerful math teaching functions, and rich dynam-
ic resource series. Hawgent can handle mathematical knowledge of geometry, alge-
bra, triangle, probability, etc[12]. It can achieve core effects such as dynamic curve 
drawing and object trajectory, and vividly show the process of mathematical object 
generation. If used properly, it can penetrate the classroom or help conceptual teach-
ing In this journal, we will explain the media that is used to learn Trigonometry by 
using hawgent dynamic mathematic software. 

2 Method 

This research uses the ADDIE method with the following stages (Analysis, Design, 
Development, Implementation and Evaluation) [13,14]. In the analysis stage, we need 
to see the need and the difficulties faced by students when learning trigonometry. In 
the design stage, researchers would design a learning media on the topic of geometry 
using Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software according to the teacher’s require-
ment and the difficulties faced by the students when solving trigonometry problems. 
In the development state, after the researchers designed a good learning media, the 
media and material expert will validate the learning media. In the implementation 
stage, teachers will use Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software to teach trigonome-
try to senior high school students and see the students’ response to hawgent as a learn-
ing media. Lastly, in the evaluation stage, researchers will make improvements to the 
learning media according to the suggestion and input from the teachers and student. 
This research only focus on the validity and practicality of the product.  

This research uses a questionnaire that is given to the media expert, material ex-
pert, students and teachers. Researchers also interviewed the senior high school stu-
dents in Cimahi to know the students’ response on hawgent as a learning media. The 
validation criteria from media and material experts can be seen in table 1.  

Table 1.  Validation criteria from media and material experts 

Percentage Criteria interpretation 
76-100 Valid No revision needed 
50-75 Valid enough Fair enough/ small revision 
26-50 Less valid A lot of revision needed 
0-25 Invalid Total revision needed 
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The validation criteria table below is given by mathematics high school teachers on 
hawgent dynamic mathematic software. 

Table 2.  Validation criteria from the teachers 

Percentage Criteria interpretation 
76-100 Valid No revision needed 
50-75 Valid enough Fair enough/ small revision A few revision needed 
26-50 Less valid A lot of revision needed 
0-25 Invalid Total revision needed 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Result  

The trigonometry learning media development using Hawgent Dynamic Mathe-
matics Software got a score of 84% from the media expert. This means that the media 
is valid and feasible to be implemented to senior high school students. Table 3 shows 
the ratings given by the media experts for Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software 
based on the questionnaire given. 

Table 3.  Assessment result from Media Expert 

No Indicators Number of item Value percentage 
1 Design and image display 5 23 92% 
2 Trigonometry solving problem process is shown clearly 5 22 88% 
3 Easiness of using the media 5 18 72% 
4 How well students understand the Hawgent media 5 21 84% 
 Average   84% 
 
There is also the assessment of Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software from the 

material expert that got a result of 97%. This means that the learning media is valid 
and worthy to be tested on senior high school students as a learning media to study the 
trigonometry topic. The assessment result from the material expert can be seen in 
table 4. 

Table 4.  Assessment result from Material Expert 

No Indicators Number of item Value percentage 
1 Explain the definition of trigonometry 5 22 88% 
2 Explain the sine, cosine and tangent concept 5 20 80% 
3 Steps to draw trigonometry graphs 5 24 96% 
4 Solve trigonometry problems clearly 5 21 84% 
 Average   87% 
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3.2 Discussion  

In the analysis stage, researches collected data on the difficulties faced by senior 
high school students on the 10th grade trigonometry based on the 2013 curriculum. 
Figure 1 shows the difficulties faced by students when solving trigonometry prob-
lems. 

 
a) Straight line graph b) Students’ errors when tracing angles 

 

Fig. 1.  

In figure 1a, we can see that students drew the trigonometry graph that has an angle 
of 0 < x < 360 as a straight line. However, the correct graph for trigonometry function 
is curve graph. In figure 1b, the students only remember the trigonometry formula for 
special angles. As a result, the students did not pay attention to the quadrant and their 
answer were incorrect. The problems faced by students when doing trigonometry 
problems are shown in table 5. 

Table 5.  Students’ ability in solving the Pre-test problems 

No Findings Number of Students Percentage 
(%) 

1 Understanding the definition of trigonometry 10 33.33 
2 Explaining how to draw trigonometry graph 22 73.33 
3 Connect graph and quadrant on trigonometry 12 40.00 
4 How to make problem solving process 10 31.25 
5 Evaluate the outcome of problem solving 8 26.67 
6 Describe trigonometry graph according to the problem 13 43.33 
 
From table 5 we can see the problems faced by the students when solving trigo-

nometry problems and it will be taken into consideration and requirement to make the 
learning media using Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software as a solution to the 
problems faced by the students. There are a few factors that need to be remembered 
when making the learning media such as a) hawgent should make the students more 
active to understand the concept of trigonometry, b) hawgent should be able to picture 
out clearly trigonometry graph, c) hawgent should be able to explain the relationship 
between graph and quadrant in trigonometry, d) hawgent should be able to show 
clearly and correctly the solution to the problem from the beginning until the end and 
e) hawgent should be able to give various easy solutions on how to solve the problem. 
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Fig. 2. Steps to make the learning media 

The researchers planned to make a learning media on the topic of trigonometry by 
using Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software according to the problems faced by 
the students. The plan is designed using a flowchart so that we can see clearly that the 
learning strategies using hawgent can be achieved or students are able to understand 
the basic concept trigonometry. 

In figure 2 we can see from the analysis stage that the researchers collected data on 
the students’ problems which then becomes important information in making the 
learning media on the topic of trigonometry using hawgent dynamic mathematic 
software. In the planning stage, the researchers make the learning media using Haw-
gent Dynamic Mathematics Software according to the needs of the students and 
teachers which then are validated by the media and material experts. The researchers 
will keep on developing the learning media until they are ready to be implemented. 

After making the learning media using hawgent dynamic mathematic software, we 
can see in table 6 the respond and input from the teachers, media and material experts.  

Table 6.  Responds from teachers, media and material experts. 

Response description 
Media expert Add more pictures and supporting statement 
 The display must be made lighter 
Materialexpert The media need to focus on the ways to solve trigonometry problems 
 An explanation of quadrant and graph need to be in one screen display  
Teachers The language in that is use in the hawgent program need to be simplified 
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According to table 6 on the responses and inputs from the teachers, media and ma-
terial experts, the learning media need to be simplified and more definite based on the 
understanding, basic concept of trigonometry and ways to draw trigonometry graphs. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Trigonometry graph explanation using Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software  

Figure 3 explains how to draw the basic concept of trigonometry graph which is a 
curve line not a straight line. In addition, Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software is 
interesting, easy to understand and more interactive for the students. After implement-
ing the media, students give their respond to Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Soft-
ware with the topic of trigonometry. 5 out of 30 student were interviewed to give out 
their opinion on the learning media and the result is shown in the table below. 

Table 7.  Responses from the students 

Student Response 
S-1 I will not make a mistake again when drawing the trigonometry graph 
S-2 I can nderstand better when using hawgent compared to the traditional teaching method 
S-3 Hawgent makes me understand about quadrants in trigonometry 
S-4 Now I can clearly understand the concept of trigonometry 
S-5 The display of trigonometry graph is very interesting 
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The students tried using Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software on their own so 
that they will be able to clearly understand how the learning media works on the topic 
of trigonometry. This way, the students will be able to give their input and opinions 
on hawgent dynamic mathematic software. In the end of the class, the teachers inter-
viewed 3 students to give out their input and opinion on Hawgent Dynamic Mathe-
matics Software and their response are in the table below.  

Table 8.  Students’ interview result 

Question Responses 

Is hawgent helpful in solving trigonometry 
problems? 

Very helpful 
It makes the problem easier to understand 
Very helpful. I hope that other mathematics topic can be 
made using hawgent 

What do you think about hawgent dynamic 
mathematic software? 

Hawgent can help solve mathematics problems 
Hawgent are made for students to learn 
Hawgent is very flexible and very good 

What are the weakness of the media The language is not universal 

4 Conclusion 

According to the research above, Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software on the 
topic of trigonometry can be implemented to 10th grade students. This can be seen 
from the rating result from the media material expert which are 84% and 87% respec-
tively. We can also see that Hawgent Dynamic Mathematics Software got a positive 
response from the students from the start until the end of the learning process.  
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